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LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1935

"PROF. ROB" FIRST CAME
Women Debaters Social Worker Track Meet With Colby
Make Trip
TO BATESJO YEARS AGO WU1
On Next Monday Will Speak At Here Friday Afternoon;
Chase Tonight

Dean Of The College Faculty Began His Duties In
To Meet Radcliffe And Emerhebruary, 1895 — Now Recuperating At
son In Boston On
Frank Olmstead, " Y
Central Maine General Hospital
Successive Days
Secretary, To Discuss
By Wilford Symons
Women s debating comes to the
His Service
Prof. Grosvenor Robinson, dean of the faculty enters forty
years of service on the Bates College faculty this month. "Prof. Rob",
as he is affectionately known on campus, began his duties in February, 1895.

front next week as Lillian Beau '35,
Priscilla Heath '35, and Isabella Flemming '36 travel'to Boston next Monday
for debates with Emerson and Radcliffe debating teams. The Bates women will leave campus on Monday and
will meet a team representing the
Emerson School of Oratory that night.
On Tuesday afternoon they will debate against a team from Radcliffe.
The question to be discussed in both
of these debates is that of socialized
medicine, and Bates will defend the
negative.
In the Emerson debate the Oregon
style will be used. Miss Heath will
present the case for her team and will
serve as witness. Miss Flemming will
act as lawyer and will conduct the
cross-examination of the Emerson witness. Miss Bean, team-leader, will give
the rebuttal and sum up the case for
Bates. In the Radcliffe debate the
Oxford style will be used, with each
speaker giving a main speech and a
rebuttal.

In an interview with Prof. Robinson
at Central Maine General Hospital Sunday, where he has been resting for the
Successful Men
1895 Student Mentions
past month, an account of the last forty
Youngsters How
years was revealed which is filled with
Arrival Of "Prof. Rob'
most pleasant associations at Bates,
R. .ention Of Latin
dating back to the days when its stuFrom the Bates Student of
[. 'Medieval Hangover"
dents were winning minor victories in
March, 1895, we quote the foldebating, to the present when the
lowing report of Professor RobT ■■ Students Of America
forensic department has developed
inson's first teaching experience
Reject The World Court
some of the outstanding teams in the
at Bates.
world.
"The Sophomores have been
Prof.
Robinson
numbers
among
his
-NILS LENNARTSONtrained in their-declamations by
"boys and girls," as he affectionately
Professor Robinson of Boston.
calls them, graduates in every walk of
He is a graduate of the Boston
,. student strikers of Franklin life. Among the graduates of the last
School of Expression and now
Colle -.<■ left their case in the hands of forty years are congressmen, some of
teaches there. . . . He comes to
. the college trustees. These the best teachers in New England, a
us well qualified and highly rectrustees will meet the president and governor, and writers; in fact "his"
ommended."
of the college and discuss the students are represented in almost
demands for administrative every conceivable field. Each success
8 and additional scholarships to and each student holds a vivid place
,1, t athletes to the school. The stu- In his mind. The bond between "Prof. a trustee of the Boston School of Exdent remained up till 2.30 Saturday Rob" and his students is more than pression.
Many of the Bates faculty were
morning lo await a report from their that of just instructor and pupil; it is taught
by Prof. Robinson. Tbe followwho had conferred with the one of respect and life-long friendship.
ing were in his classes: Prof. Knapp,
trustees. Lawrence Fulmer, president It is that quality of understanding that Prof. Chase, Ur. Pomeroy, Ur. WoodStudent Council has expressed has made him one of the most ad- cock, Miss Eaton, Mrs. Blanche Robthe belief that students will return to mired members of the faculty.
erts, Miss Whitehouse, Ur. Sawyer,
their classes Monday.
Prof. Robinson would have it under- Prof. Quimby. Prof. Cutts, Coach
I udeuts are disappointed at the stood that he was not officially engaged Thompson, and Harry Rowe.
record of the basket-ball team this sea- as an instructor until 1896. but that he
Prof. Robinson has crossed the Atson. Teams of past years' were accus- began active duty in 1895 and has lantic ten times. There is hardly a
tomed to gain Indiana State champion- directed every Commencement exer- corner of Europe that he has not visships.
cise since that time.
ited. From the most obscure place in
Prof. Robinson was granted a leave Russia to sophisticated France, stolid
of absence from the Boston School of Germany and historic England and in
qArthur Brisbane tells us:
Expression in February, 1895, to ac- other countries, he has stored up memKitty-three years ago a good Ameri- cept Pres. Chase's invitation to coach ories and made many friends.
can mother, weak but happy, received the sophomore prize speakers of that
Prof. Robinson has augmented his
r arms a small baby, with pink year. His work was so satisfactory training in dramatics by taking courses
face and little hair. That baby now that he was asked to come back in the during his vacations at Oxford. Norlives in the White House, face bronzed Spring to direct Commencement exer- wich Uramatic School and Stratfordwith ocean air, hair thick at fifty-three cises. The following year he did not on-Avon, in England. He has also
of age. The baby has grown to come back until late spring and then visited the famous theatres in Europe
nklin Roosevelt, President.
by popular vote of the members of the on a Uramatic Guild Tour. One of his
One hundred and twenty-five million senior class who practically demanded most cherished memories in connecAmericans are grateful to his mother that he conduct the graduation activ- tion with his stay in Europe is his
happily, has lived to see her son ities. In 1896 Prof. Robinsfm was made invitation to the villa of Gordon Craig,
move up from the cradle in which she a regular instructor and awarded his famous producer and son of Ellen
Terry, a well known English actress.
lirsi placed him to the earth's most nn- master's degree.
In his journey backward over the
Prof. Robinson has had considerable
int place among men.
training in his field, both in the United years as an instructor at Bates, Prof.
States and in Europe. He received his Robinson recalls many pleasant memtraining at the Boston School of ories. He emphasizes the kindness of
a A sheet of three-cent postage early
Johnny Btnuton and Prof. Lfmai.
,,.,.., „-.i..»o>od «■> —* «i<voo « k^prcr..!-!! .-hr - h I MR —■! — lIluS ««= IJi.olartistic
diploma. His original plan Jordan who made his early years at
.-Mujht ago is today worth $6. Impenorated and ungummed it was one was to he a public reader, but Ur. Bates so enjoyable as a young inexof a series issued last May, in ob- Curry, head of the school, requested perienced teacher, and wishes to exoe* of Mother's Day and carrying he stay as assistant instructor. He re- press his high regard for his colluctibns of Whistler's "My Motn- mained in this capacity for two years leagues of the faculty who have cooperated with him in his various uner." Postmaster General Farley, who and then went to St. Martin's Prepara- dertakings.
paid the face value of $6 for the unique tory School. New Brunswick. Here he
Recollections of the early days at
is. gave them to friends who in- taught vocal music, gymnastics, and
Bates brought to mind his first years
cluded President and Mrs. Roosevelt. ■locution. On the closing of the school as
an instructor when over-enthusiassheet found its way to a philatelist he went back to the Boston School of
Expression and divided the week teach- tic boys set off alarm clocks during
as reported sold for $30,000.
speaking contests and tied chicklint last week following the defeat ing at Yale Divinity School and New- prize
ens under the pulpit to disturb those
ol a House resolution demanding that ton Theological Seminary. In 1907 he who had part in the declamation exFarley explain, duplicates were was made professor of public speaking
ercises.
D lered printed sufficient to meet all at Bates. At present Prof. Robinson is
uids. and stamp collector quota•IMIIS tumbled in thousands of dollars.

Frank Olmstead, student "Y" secretary of New York City colleges will
speak at Chase Hall tonight at 7:00
P. M., of his work in social service
centers. His talk will be primarily
about his work as head of the Summer
Service Group, a student division of
the Y. M. and Y. W. of New York, open
to students from all parts of the country.
This service group, under Mr. Olmstead's guidance, makes tours of all the
social work institutions of the city,
studying and discussing them afterward. He is particularly interested in
getting in touch with any students who
might be interesed in this sort of
thing.
All students who have worked with
him are particularly impressed by his
most pleasing personality. In fact, a
line report of him has come to us from
Polly Orover '34, who was a member of
his group last summer and was very enthusiastic about the work.

First In Recent Years
Spring Grid Practice
Starts Thursday P. M.
Spring football practice is to
9tart Thursday afternoon, and a
list of 36 gridsters has been announced who are asked to report
for the first drill. Members of the
senior class are to act as coaches.
The following men are to report
Thursday afternoon ait -1.30 in the
cage wiUi football shoes. Other
equipment will be issued later.
Wellman, R. Aldrich, Biernacki,
Robinson, Cook, Loomis, Orobosky.
Preston. Hathaway. McUonough,
Cooper. Perkins. Garrity. Pickering. Mallard, Baton, Alexander,
Gorham, Linehan, Ciardl. McOonald, B. Carlin, Conant, Reed,
Seeckts. Morin, Brown, Berkley.
Malloy, Merkell, W. Hutchinson,
Healey, Frost, Colby, King, and
Smyth.

Bates Team Rates
As Favorite To
Win Competition
GARNET WEIGHTMEN
MAY BREAK RECORDS
Cliff Veysey Is Outstanding
Representative On Visiting Aggregation

In the first dual meet between the
two in modern track history. Bates will
In. the decided favorite to defeat an
unbalanced Dolby varsity when the
rivals clash in the Clifton Daggett
Cray Athletic Building on Friday afternoon.
Bates' great strength in the weight
events will make the presence of a
o
'■
strong possibility of some new cage
records. Kishon may be able to break
the existing shot-put, discus, and 35poiind weight distances, while Kramer
and Meagher may create new heights
in the high jump and pole vault respectively.
Freshmen May Run
New Role Of Football
As yet. Coach Thompson is undecided
Mentor An Inovaon the question of whether to use
freshmen. If he does, the Garnet outfit
tion
On
Campus
will be decidedly strengthened, and
Professor Of Philosophy At New York University
several gaps will ho filled in. with such
Coach
David
B.
Morey
held
the
class
Comes To Bates Under Auspices Of Council
men as Keck. Catlin, Luukko, and
in Applied Psychology highly inter- Howard.
On Religion—Prominent As Author
ested for an hour last Thursday, when
In the dash. Harry Keller, whose
he gave an informal lecture on the use latest
accomplishment is equalling the
of
Psychology
in
football.
The
coach
Through the efforts of the council on Religion. Harry W. OverUniversity Club meet record, ought to
stressed
the
technical
aspects
of
footstreet has been secured as guest-speaker for Vesper Service next hall psychology, never once allowing have an easy win. Stan Washuk and
Sunday afternoon at 4:30 o'clock. His topic. "A Mew Philosophy the audience to become bored with his Kd Coodrich, Colby sophomores, and
Uagget, a Freshman, will be opof Life", although of vital importance to all. is of especial significance discussion of adrenal glands, or af- Cecil
posing Heller, Poshkus, and possibly
ferent
and
efferent
nerves.
He
knew
to a college audience.
his subject thoroughly, and punctuated Keck and Ciovanazzi if freshmen are
Mr. Overstreet has been for some
used.
his lecture with amusing stories.
fluencing
Human
Behavior",
now
betime, head professor of philosophy at
Hoyce Purinton. who placed fifth in
The coach scored a goal with tinNew York University, where he has ing used as supplementary reading in
tlir high hurdles in the t". C. meet last
endeared himself to the undergraduate one of Professor Quimby's classes. class when he ridiculed the "movie Saturday, will he the only Bates entry
body through his exceedingly popular Several have attested to its interest coach,"—that individual in the turtle in the bardies unless Hill Luukko and
lectures. An authority in his own field. and worth. To those, we do not need neck sweater, who. with a race track Hud Catlin. outstanding freshmen, run.
Professor Overstreet is in addition to offer a second invitation to be pres- cap pulled down over one cauliflower Kishoii. a former hurdler, will confine
an eminent psychologist, a popular ent next Sunday. To others let it be car. usually rolls a plug of "Old Hon- his efforts to the weight events. Johnny
said that, unlike many writers. Pro- esty" tobacco around in his cheek.
scientist, and a polished lecturer.
Overstreet is an exceedingly .Mimicking this picturesque Individual, Dolan, Hal Hickey, and Roily Nadeau,
Not long ago, he entered the jour- fessor
capable speaker. The subject is vital; the Coach remarked. "Look out while a freshmen Hash, will be the Mule ennalistic world where he has since the speaker has the facts plus the I spit," so realistically that three peo- tries.
gained an enviable position. His book ability to present them vividly.
Coach Thompson would like to match
ple in the front row yanked their feet
"About Ourselves ' is one of the most
up Colby's Tom Yadwinski and Bates'
Birectly after the service, supper out of the way.
popular scientific books of our day. will be served at the United Baptist
The tares Important psychological Ettmey Marcus in the 300 to settle
Mr.ro rprrntly. Overstres* has wrltton Church, followed by an open discus- applications to football, which were definitely the question of who is Uie
"The Enduring Quest", a philosophical sion conducted by Mr. Overstreet. It stressed, were concentration on the speediest halfback in the state. Neverwork of note. Many students at Bates is expected that a large audience of objective, the use of excess energy theless. Captain Frank IVndleton of
have already become acquainted with both students and townspeople will aroused by excitement, and the elim- tin' Garnet will be the favorite in the
event. Washuk and Goodrich may be
Mr. Overstreet through his book "In- attend this interesting Vesper Service. ination of distracting forces.
An outside speaker in class, is some- the other Colby men opposing Keck and
thing a little out of the ordinary here Uiovanazzi.
al Bates Coach Morey and the PsyVeysey Outstanding
chology Department both deserve a
The
middle
and long distance events
pat on the back, for last Thursday's
talk was practical, technical, and yet are Colby's forte. Fuller, a veteran relay man. and Paul Merrick. a promising
extremely interesting.
freshman, are both strong, but, if freshmen run. Bates will have not only the
Announce Itinerary For Tour—Will Visit Fourteen
veteran sophomore Uanielson. but also
Eddie Howard and Johnny Molloy.
States And Participate In Thirteen
Herb DeVerber. remembered as the
CO-Star with Cliff Veysey on the crossDebates—Travel By Car
country team, may run the 1,000 with
Ted Hammond the only regular varsity
opponent. The breach here on both
The itinerary nf the 3.000-inile Bates debating trip to Florida
C The Committee of Twelve of the
and return was announced by Prof. Quimby this week. The three Betty Fosdick Head Of teams may be filled in, with Colby usi itng Men's Council of the Financial
ing Yadwinski. ami Bates using the
Bates debaters—Bond Perry '35. K. Gordon Jones "35 and Walter
trlct of New York City, recently
Committee In Charge freshmen distance men, Fisher, BurJ. Norton *35—will leave the Kates campus on March 27th and will
de a report. Comments and ninap, lilanehard. and S. l.ieard.
Of Meeting
nes were numerous. Said railroad Sabattus Cabin Destination Of Skiers And Snow- not return until April 21st. a tour of a little more than three weeks.
Colby's Captain Cliff Veysey may
i Daniel Willard:
easily compete in both the mile and
They will visit fourteen states, thirteen different college campuses,
The
customary
air
of
*ignity
which
Opportunities for leadership are
shoers Saturday — Men To Go To Oxford
and will participate in thirteen debates. Thus will these three debat- surrounds most of the meetings of the I wo mile, but he may have stubborn
1 open and will remain definitely
opposition in trying to win both. Bob
ers carry on Hates debating traditions.
Sunday — Need Licenses
Bates Politics Club will be found de- Saundera ol Bates, who has run the
n to those who show the capacity
The trio will travel in Prof. Quimcidedly lacking when the club mem- quarter mile and half mile on the last
ssume leadership and to do the
by's automobile. Originally the popu- March 29—Rutgers Univ., New Bruns- bers and their guests gather in the two week-ends, will show his further
tlcnlar thing which they set out t*
wick, N. J.
A co-educational hike to Sabattus Sawyer and Walter Rodgers '37 will be lar debating coach had planned to go
Women's Locker Building. February versatility by opposing Veysey, DeIn a superior manner." Added hnanthe leaders for this trip, and Lenore
March 30—Travelling
Samuel Reyburn: "It is well to Cabin Saturday and fishing trip for the Murphy '36 will be the leader of the with them, but now finds that he will April 1—No. Carolina State, Raleigh, 26, for a supper party and evening of Verber, and freshman Hollis Veysey,
men
at
Oxford
Sunday
are
the
two
be unable to do so. On the way down,
fun.
ember that it is readiness for op
Cliff's younger brother, In the mile. He
-iris" group from the Pond to the top they will debate against North CaroX. C.
The program which is to follow the will have as running-mates Walt Rognities thai makes for success m nips to be sponsored by the Outing of the mountain.
2—Wake
Forest
College.
Wake
April
Club
this
week-end.
It
had
first
been
supper
has
been
only
tentatively
arlina State. Wake Forest, and the Uniis business of life. Opportunities
ers and freshman Louis Rogosa. It
John Uority '35 and Carl Milliken '35
Forest, N. C.
ranged as yet. but present indications Veysey comes back to run the two1). chance but readiness never planned to have the hike to Sabattus have planned to spend the night at the versity of South Carolina. While in
HI Friday, but because the track meet
Florida they will debate teams from April 3—Univ. of So. Carolina, Col- are for a very informal but enjoyable mile, DeVerber may be his team-mate
umbia. S. C.
with Colby has been put ahead one day. Cabin Friday, so that everything will I he University of Florida. Rollins,
evening.
in the event, while diminutive and
from Saturday to Friday, the hike bj be ill readiness for the hikers when Miami University, and Tampa Univer- April 4 —Travelling
Several attempts have been made conscientious Paul Tubbs of the Bob-1 lliomas McGrail at Ourham. N. H., the Outing Club will be the following they arrive the next noon.
sity. Their return trip will find them April 5—Univ. of Florida. Gainsville. during the past year or two to in- cats will attempt to push him to the
menu on the recent reeommenda day, on Saturday.
Florida
augurate a social affair of this type. limit. Buck Chamberlain, sophomore,
debating against Georgia University.
Gay in Charge
i of President Conant of Harvard
Although this will be a co-educaEmorv University, the University of April 6—Sightseeing
but circumstances have prevented will also run in this event. Ed Winston,
The
fishing
trip,
'tho
an
innovation,
Latin be dropped as a requirement tional hike, the men are to make the
North Carolina. Uuke University, and April 7—Sightseeing
plans from materializing until recently. varsity letterman, who had been countS—Sightseeing
i he Harvard A.B. degree.
April
Prof, and Mrs. R. R. N. Gould. Mrs. ed on to compete in this event this
inttre journey on skiis or snowshoes. should have a strong appeal to the Washington and Lee.
men.
and
if
this
first
trip
proves
suc9—Rollins
College.
Winter
1'he reasons they urge for the re- while the women will take the Sabattus
The Uean of Rollins is Winslow S. April
Rlanche Roberts, and Miss Mabel Eaton season, is probably lost to the track
Park.
Fla.
tion of this medieval hangover are trolley car from Main Street at nine cessful, it is possible there will be a Anderson, a Bates graduate in the
have been invited to attend this pro- squad for the rest of the year on acdefinitely outmoded. ... It is com- j'clock in the morning and will then co-educational fishing trip in the fu- class of 1921. He and the Rollins de- April 10—Miami. Miami. Fla.
gram which is in charge of the com- count of trouble with his legs. Ed has
April
11—Tampa
Univ..
Tampa,
Fla.
nly asserted that a knowledge of •omplete Uieir trip on skiis or snow- ture.
bating coach. Harry Peirce, have been
mittee:
Betty Fosdick '35. Sally been threatened with varicose veins,
April
12—Travelling
Lin gives to one's English prose shoes from Sabattus Pond to the
Walter Gav '35 also has charge of helpful in arranging the itinerary of
Hughes '35, Frances Hayden '35, Leslie but may be benefited sufficiently by a
April
13—Georgia,
Univ.,
Athens,
Ga.
this
trip,
and
the
reservations
must
be
•vie- a clarity, restraint, and ease, Cabin.
the Bates team. Uean Anderson is goHutchinson '36. and Carleton Mabee '36. rest to compete some in the outdoor
in by Friday night. The size of the ing to act as host to the Bates de- April 14—Travelling
ierwi.se impossible to attain. I see
o
Reservations Thursday
meets.
April
15—Emory,
Univ..
Emory,
Ga.
way of proving this statement, since
croup
going
will
depend
a
great
deal
baters and will help them on their
Reservations for this trip must be
Strong in Weights
nature of one's writing depends so made by Thursday night with either on the transportation available and sight-seeing trips while they are in April 16—Univ. of No.Carolina, Chapel Many Students Visit
Hill. N. C.
The field events give Bates a decided
•li on the occasion, the subject, and Walter Gay '35 or Frances Hayden 3o. those that have licenses for fishing. the vicinity of Winter Park. Florida.
Stream-lined Train advantage. Tony Kishon, as already
1
17—Uuke Univ., Uurham, N. C.
reader.
The round'trip fare on the trolley will These may be obtained at the City They will have approximately a week April
Hall of Lewiston on Pine Street for in Florida and plan to spend a large April 18—Travelling
mentioned, will lie the favorite in three
lakespeare, we are informed, had be forty cents.
.
A score of Bates students and officials events. The quartet in the 35-pound
II Latin and less Greek": Lincoln
portion of this time enjoying southern April 19—Washington and Lee, UexThe men are to leave campus right sixty-five cents.
ington, Va.
were among the interested spectators of weight which is headed by Kishon inThe party will leave right after hospitality and scenic beauty.
'>•:■,nosed his "Gettysburg Address" after breakfast, and their route will
the new stream-lined "Flying Yankee" cludes Larry Johnson, Archie Peawith no first-hand knowledge of the take them over Pole Hill to the top of breakfast on Sunday and journey to
Two questions are to be used in the April 20-21—Return to Lewiston
o
train during its stay in Lewiston last body, and Bob Anicetti.
classics At the other end of the scale the Plateau above Thornerag Cabin. Oxford, Maine, where traps will be set debates:
Sunday.
great Latin scholar Ur. Samuel and thence across the fields and Sabat- on one of the ponds there. Uinner will
Resolved, (1) that the nations
Bill Hamilton. Gene Connell, Walter
This new achievement in railroad en- I>eon, and Don Pillsbury are also enJoniiscra whose turgid verbosity is so tus Pond to, the Cabin. Or. W illiam H. in- served in one of the nearby cabins. should agree to prevent the Internagineering is the property of the Boston tered in this event for the Garnet,
tional Shipment of arms and muni'"fmi.lable that most of us prefer to
ami Maine Railroad and the Maine while Johnny Merrick and Bill Jakeman
,
m only through the eyes of James
tions.
Central and is the first stream-lined. will endeavor to put some Mulish ele•Wll
■• Most schools of psycholo(2) that the several States should
Diesel-powered train of any eastern ment into the weight event. Kerm La
adopt legislation providing to the citi"•' condemn the old idea of training
First
Activity
Of
Classi:
railroad. The "Flying Yankee" was Fleur. Colby's only dependable strength
zens, at nominal costs, general medi" mind." Transfer of training takes
built of stainless steel at a cost of event man, is entered in the shot put
!i
cal care and the services of hospitals
Byron Catlin, President
" •. generally speaking, only when
i:
$275,000.
Its particular advantage with Jakeman. but he will undoubtedly
and
clinics.
"' studies in question have common
Discussion Groups
Will Act As Chairman
comes from the fact that the entire be outclassed by Kishon and Johnson.
Speaks Next Month
The Bates debaters will uphold the
"|l ments ... In the study of English
The Bates Y. M. C. A. *£*** negative of both of these questions.
train weighs only 212.000 pounds while
and Hamilton will also put
- •iinniar, an analysis of a sentence ol
Plans are complete for the visit on sponsoring a series of dormitory disThe freshman prize debates will be the ordinary Pullman car - weighs Robinson
All three of the Bates debaters have
the iron ball for the Garnet.
"'■■ Johnson s is of more value than a campus of Gladys Hasty Carroll, prom- cussion groups next Wednesday. These
held
next
Monday
night
at
7:30
P.
M.
152.000.
Altihough
the
fact
that
it
is
""responding exercise from Latin. . ■ ■ inent novelist, on March 6. This out- n"eetingsB will be held in as udent had extensive debating experience, in the Little Theater. There will be capable of doing 110 miles per hour has
The Kishon-Johnson combination, reT
'ie classical studies will continue to standing literary figure first gained room in each dorm and will be led by each having been on the varsity squad two debates and prizes will be given been stressed in its publicity, it is ac- inforced by Bob Kramer, last year's
ige the attention of mature schol- prominence three years ago with her afferent professors. The leaders for since his freshman year. All three are in each debate. Prizes of five dollars tually its light weight, making possible captain, and Connell, should have little
i,r
- but they are no longer venerated widely acclaimed novel of Maine farm fhe first discussions will appear in members of Uelta Sigma Rho, honor- will be awarded to each member of cheaper power expense, that establishes difficulty in piling up points in the
ary debating society. They are promi:i
discus. La Fleur is the only Colby en- fetishes which must be kissed by life "As The Earth Turns".
next week's "Student-V Detail^ are h, nent in other campus activities also. the winning teams, and prizes of ten its great value.
• ■■■•>' schoolboy entering the groves
trant in this event.
charge of Sumner Libbey. Y. M. C. A. Jones was president of his class for dollars will be given to the best speaknf
the Academy
"
Turning to the three regular field
ers in each debate.
- _ wart. Evelyn Jones and Elizabeth
secretary.
two
years,
is
President
of
the
Debat* • •
est Army and Navy. 91% advocated
James Foster, Gordon Williams and Kadjperooni.
events, we find Tim Meagher, cage rec* • »
ine Council, and a member of the JunKovernment
control
of
munitions.
82%
ord
holder, and Ken Bates out to take
George
Windsor
will
uphold
the
affirmThese debates serve automatically
Q final results In the Literary Digest
ior Body of the Outing Club. Norton
Seniors Get 35 Cuts
':'"'•"■■■ Poll indicated belief that Amer- voted for universal conscription. Said
Is a member of the Politics Club and ative in a debate upon the merits of as trials for the varsity debating one-two from Bob, Marshall, the Colby
As the result of a petition headed by Is manager of men's debating this co-education, while Butler Seedman. squad, and the more outstanding- of entry. Marshall will also compete in
ica ought to stay out of the League of the Yale Daily News in commenting on
Nations by a vote of 55,659 to 54.510. this poll and the recent Senate action: ctenior President Milton Lindholm, the year Perry is managing-editor of the Wesley Nelson and Grace Jack will the speakers will be admitted to squad the high jump, along with Hal Hickey.
S8
% believed that we can stay out of "Like a flock of sheep before a thun- Senior class will be permitted 35 "Student", editor of the Mirror, and defend the negative. The other debate membership. Edward Work will serve against Kramer. Cooper. Connell. and
is on the subject of capital punish- as manager of these debates and possibly Luukko. A new cage record
'lie next Continental war. 83% said derstorm, the United States Senate chapel cuts this semester. The peti- was manager of football.
The itinerary with the dates of the ment. Those taking part in this debate , Byron Catlin. president of the fresh- in this event would not be greatly im'hey would fight if the United States stampeded at the rattle of telegrams tion needed and gained a unanimous
will be Donald Plllsbury, Paul Ste- ■ man class, will act as chairman.
(Continued on Page 4)
*aa invaded. 82% would not fight if on its desk and flouted President class signature before this privilege debates la as follows:
was granted.
United States were the invader. Only
3
•% voted for America having the larg- Roosevelt and the World Court.

Harry W. Overstreet To Speak
At Vesper Service Sunday P. M.

Morey Lectures
To Psych Class

Debaters To Leave March 27
On 3,000 Mile Florida Trip

Politics Club
Plans Supper

Outing Club Arranges Hike
And Fishing Trip This Week

cannpms

Freshman Debates
In Little Theater

.DneiL!
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Senator Elbert Thomas of Utah
makes an original proposal in behalf
of world peace. This statesman, who
has taught in Japan for five years,
asks that both United States and
Japan spend the price of one battleship in an exchange of students. He
would like to see about 10,000 of
Japan's brightest students come to
this country for four years of study in
American colleges and universities.
Reciprocally, he would like to see us
exchange a similar amount of our
most brilliant students. This, he believes, would do much to obliviate the
present distrust and suspicion between the two countries. His thesis
is, "nations that understand each other
and have no fear of each other will
never fight."
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WASHINGTON VS. MOSCOW
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A New 1 raclifion
IF'GENERAL CAMPUS OPIXIOX COUNTS for anything
there should be a recurrence of co-educational dining before long.
The carnival experiment met with such favor that we had
expected some results by this time." Probably no single innovation of the elaborate ROC program was so largely attended and so
thoroughly enjoyed. Commons dining, usually a dismaying spectacle,
was viewed in a new light with members of the two sides of the
campus engaging in light dinner conversation. There were a few
instances of difficulty in ""getting started", but they ironed out under
the influence of a well-cooked dinner.
It is for this very reason of social difficulty that we would like
to see a continuance of co-ed dinners. Rates, and Lewiston as a city,
offers little enough in the way of well-conducted social gatherings.
If social ease can be developed by any reasonable means it should
be done. The ability to meet with persons of casual acquaintance
and conduct an interesting conversation is a trait that a liberal arts
college should be 'Concerned in promoting. Co-educational dining
seems to offer a golden opportunity for this very thing.
Although a great deal of work went on behind the scenes with
the seating arrangements and other details, yet with the past experience and the consideration that it was a special occasion it
should not mean that every similar affair should entail so much care.
Possiblv we could get along without place cards and wall decorations. It would also be too much to expect fruit cocktail each time.
Rates meals are plain, and hearty. Rut these deprivations would not
mean that the idea would be useless.
Various schemes have been advanced. Some of them would like
to make it a weekly affair, others bi-weekly or monthly. Probably
the most feasible and practical plan would be to have it bi-weekly
and at the time of some dance or special occasion when Mr. Rates
wishes to take his fair lady to dinner. Perhaps the Student Council
and the Student Government might see fit to shift attention from
weightier matters to accept some responsibility in the enterprise.
In any event the student body seems to feel that someone should
take some action to see that a good idea is not lost in the hurry and
bustle of our busy campus. It is a good idea and a valuable one as
well, constructive, harmless, entailing not too much extra energy to
make it drudgery. It should go through.
—
o
AS NEWS OF RANKS SEEPS OUT before the official notifications the old discussion of the ability to mark fairly crops
out again.
Much heated discussion is heard about one's
intelligence as compared to one's scholastic standing. Certainly some queer results show up after a semester of endeavor. We
regard with some dismay that august body which determines our
academic destinies. We wonder what motivates the professorial
mind as it passes on the quality of our feeble efforts to acquire culture. One might, with equal justification, wonder at the motivating
force behind the student's efforts. The prof, of course, holds the
whip hand and generally uses it with discretion. Undoubtedly, however, it is indeed true that to err is human. Rut remember, my children that ranks are not the important thing at college. The important
things are the contacts one makes!
o
ALL-COLLEGE ELECTIONS are drawing near. In all probability one of the major issues, openly or in the background,
will be that of the hazing. Next year's council should be
prepared to make a stand. The incidents of the past semester
show that in spite of accusations of barbarism there is still a strong
sentiment in certain quarters in favor of some form of hazing. The
treatment of the offenders seems to be an indication of the fact that
the present Council does not wholly disapprove. There is a possibility
that summary treatment might be avoided by getting at the root of
the matter by more open association of the classes in the dormitories.
Rut certainly the idea of hazing is so old-fashioned that there will be
no returning to the old methods. In spite of that fact candidates for
next year's governing body should expect some difficulty. At any
rate they should be prepared in some way for the event of such
unfortunate incidents as occurred this year. Doubtless they will also
be prepared to do something about it with past experience behind
them.

The Roosevelt promises of a Russian
Santa Claus seem to be shooting up
the chimney. The impetus expected by
American industries has
not yet
struck them. Indications point rather
to a dropping off of Russian trade,
which now approximates only about
twelve million dollars per year. The
collapse of the debt and claims' negotiations between United States and
Russia means a complete curtailment
of American credit facilities. This
even prohibits the U. S. S. R. from obtaining American loans in the private
money market of the United States.
Moreover, there are further indications of displeasure in Washington.
The United States will abolish the
Consulate General established in Moscow last March, and will reduce the
personnel of the Embassy. The state
department indicated, however, that
no diplomatic break was to be inferred.

* * *
GERMAN JEWRY

By Earl Dias

* • •

From an 1880 issue we take the following extracts from a humorous column called "Locals":
"The singing books had all disappeared from the chapel a few mornings
ago, but the choir was equal to the
occasion and gave us the Doxology . . .
Professor Stanton has been giving
the freshmen some ideas as to politics.
He says the colleges have all voted
pretty badly (in a national college poll)
but none so badly as Bates. He is
probably not a Blaine man ... A large
dog found its way into chapel the
other morning. Like Mary's little lamb,
it 'made the scholars laugh and play.'
Professor Stanton came in, noticed the
dog and confusion, and quietly re-

Students

NEW5

Extend

Greetings To
"Prof. Rob"
To Prof. Rob:
It is with pleasure that I as representative of the men at Bates try to
express the deep appreciation which
we hold for your many years of service
in this college. A gentleman can never
go unnoticed and a fine character is
always recognized and loved. Your
deep and generous nature has always
been a constant factor in the affairs
of our campus. We will always be
proud to have had you as our instructor and friend. So, from the
hearts of all Bates men conies this congratulatory note on forty years of
splendid unselfish effort in behalf of
Bates and what she may stand for.
Milton Lindholm '35.

By ROSIE M. GALLINARI
Two students at St. Lawrence University operate a short wave.radio sta
tion. The portable station W8KAE. lias
a power output of only 30 watts. With
a \wo-tube set constructed by»»
selves these amateurs have heard sta
tions in Australia. Ac mt.es on the
Bates campus this last ^-f****
vealed progressive scientific thought
also.

*

•

«

Well, grades will soon be out. What
the future holds as figured out by students in the U. of Minnesota law school
is as follows:
"A" men make the teachers.
"B" men make the judges.
"C" men make the money.
"And," added a wit, "the "D' men
make the Congressmen." So here s an
opportunity to select your own profession, with the aid of a professor.

Those students who have had the
pleasure of working under "Prof. Rob"
fully appreciates the thoroughness of
his efforts; his seemingly limitless energy; and his constant geniality. Because of these characteristics, and because "Prof. Rob" has become such an
integral part of Bates, the women of
* * •
the college wish to offer their congratulations and best wishes to him
With ranks come also the semester
on his fortieth anniversary as a Bates bills. And the tuition at the nations
instructor.
Betty Fosdick '35.
colleges ranges from $1 to $450. It costs
but one dollar to attend the College of
the City of New York, Brooklyn College, or Hunter College. Contrasted
with this is the minimum yearly expenditure per student at Mass. Tech
and at Vassar. A student at the former
college cannot get a year's education
By Barbara L. Leadbetter
for less than $1,800 and at Vassar
Special location—Chase Hall
$1,350. If you think your bill is unTime—3:45—6:15
reasonable this semester think of Tech
Unique festivity
and Vassar or even College of the City
Decorations of hearts, arrows, and of New York if you want to make yourcupids
self feel like a spendthrift.
Errant, costumed girls bestow
* » •
Novelties—darling nosegays to the
guests, petit finger corsages to the
Something about the mention of bills
co-ed dancers
that reminds one of father, dear father.
Tea tables attractively bedecked in red Down at Rhode Island State a Dad's
and white roses and candles
day was recently successfully held.
Special campus activities were carried
Guests—Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rowe,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Ross, Mr. on for the guests and ended with a
and Mrs. Amos Hovey, Dean Hazel banquet for all the men. The governor
.spoke n'everything. Seriously though
Clark, Mrs. Albert Haskell
Obscure lights, crackling pine logs in it is a good idea for few fathers really
know anything about the college their
the open hearth
children attend.
Valentine spirit with
* » •
Everybody gay, merry
Refreshments—Klainty, delicious
For example, a father would seldom
Neatly dressed co-eds
know this differentiation between a
Music—smoothy Bobcat rhythm In professor and a student. Here Is the
true Casa Loma fashion
system. Ask him what 'if is, and if he
Entertainment by Tuttle's crooners
says 'if is a pronoun, he's a professor.
Ninety-five joyous couples
* • •
Tripping the light fantastic to
There are two happy Clemson ColTuneful melodies
lege lads. It seems that two freshmen
Endearing couples
made a bet with Bing Crosby on the
Attracted
Stanford-Alabama New Year's Day
game. And Bing lost—to the cost of a
Dan Cupid—did you see his magic
ping pong table. The table arrived the
arrow ?
ether day, complete with four paddles,
And
ten balls, a net, and best wishes from
Now
the crooner. On the end of the table
Congratulations to Chairman Betty
is a simple brass plate with the legend:
Fosdick, Carol Wade and Uenore
Red Elephants
29
Murphy, the committee In charge
Cardinals
13
of this very successful party
marking the *
Bing Crosby
End of the season's tea dances.

Dan Cupid Attends
Unique Tea Dance

Dr.
Willhelm
Frick,
The
Nazi
Minister Of The Interior, solemnly
declares that, "no Jew has a right to
complain of unjust treatment in Germany". However, as Americans, we
must not be misled by such indisputable statements—indisputable because
our newspapers are not able to print
the true details. Rather, have the
Nazis improved in their diabolical
suppression of a minority race. But
at the same time, they no longer allow so much of their repressions to
come out. Here, however, are some
facts in the report of the Jewish Central Committee in Germany.
1. 80.000 German Jews have flod
the country.
2. 2,000 Jewish civil employees of
university training have been discharged.
3. 4,000 Jewish lawyers have been
ousted from the profession.
4. 4,000 Jewish physicians have
been disqualified.
5. All Jewish journalists and writTHE VICTOR BOOK OF SYMPHONY
ers have been discharged.
By Charles O'Connell
6. Over 125,000 former business
This book makes a new approach to the understanding and appreciation
men are no longer self-supporting.
Thus it is apparent that Mr. Frick's of music. It is written for the great mass of people who love good orchestral
declaration can not be accepted as an music and who want to know this music better. Still it is not written down
indication of- Hitler's future policy. to anyone. It is not too technical for the untrained, nor too romantic for
It is merely a statement framed for the musician himself. It interprets the spiritual and technical significance of
For
the purpose of enlightening the ani- more than two hundred and forty outstanding orchestral selections.
each great symphonic work, it answers the questions: who? what? where?
mosity of foreign nations.
when? and how? It is specifically intended to stimulate the mind and emotions
o
of the reader to the point where hi3 enjoyment of music will be measurably
increased.
The spirit of great music from Bach, Hayden, and Mozart to Beethoven,
and Wagner to Strauss and Stravinsky, is quite adequately caught by this
musical interpreter. A section is devoted to an exhaustive analysis of the
instruments of the modern orchestra while the interpretations of the more
The Spofford Club held its regular important symphonies are augmented by liberal use of illustrative material
meeting in Libbey Forum Tuesday from the scores themselves. This is undoubtedly the first complete guide to
night. President Dorothy Kimball '35 the symphonic works of the outstanding composers of all time.
opened the meeting, while the enterHEAVENS MY DESTINATION
tainment program was in charge of
By Thornton Wilder
Margret Hoxie '35 and Rosie Gallineri
According to Burton Rascoe people will either like o. uisuKe this novel
35. Prof. Robert Berkleman, faculty
intensely—they will not remain neutral. Just what Author Wilder is getting at
advisor, attended.
The feature of the program was the is a little difficult to see. "His hero is the well-intentioned fathead who wane
reading by John Cooper '35 of a shortto regulate your life for you and whose conceited bumptiousness is that of the
story, "The Fall of Lucifer," by Alfred happy, burbling moron whose plan for your life is that you should be just like
Grimwood in March "Story." This ac- him. Yet Wilder is sympathetic toward him with his miscellaneous assortcount of the revolt of a college weekly ment of fixed ideas."
editor against the narrow-minded, reThe actual story is about one George Brush, a commercial traveler by
ligion-blinded faculty and administra- necessity, a professional soul-saver by choice. Henry Seidel Canby says that
tion of his school, evoked an interested neither this book nor either of Thornton Wilder's preceding ones are novels
response from the Spofford group. at all. They are what the cleverer eighteenth century student would recognize
This reading was followed by a series to be moral apologues, "skillfully disguised as story telling." Critic Canby
of general intelligence and recognition continues to say that "Wilder has always seemed to be an excellent example
tests taken by the club members. Sur- of the kind of man much commoner in the eighteenth century than now—a
prising results were discovered in the minor, not a major figure, narrow in scope, miniature in his methods, yet with
scores of a few presumed campus lit- the consecration to perfection, the conscientiousness, and the absolute excelerary and intellectual lights.
lence of let us say, a Collins, or an Addison—"

Turn Back The Clock
It happened 55 years ago:
Two new papers were started at
Harvard, the "Register," and the
"Echo" . . . Only 75 of the 200 Freshmen at Yale passed their entrance examinations without conditions . . .
Cheating in exams at Princeton assumed such large proportions that the
students found It necessary to protest
against it in their papers ... the
salary of a full professor at Harvard
was increased to $4,500; that of an instructor to $1,000; that of a sub-professor to $3,000.

The

tubent

STUDENT STAFF 1931-35
Editor In Chief
John N. Dority. -S5 (Tel. 83364)
Managing Editor
Bond M. P«„. ^™ «£■*},,„• Fllli. ?i nli O^m***.'*
Frances Isaacson. 37. Harold McCann. "3.
Sews Editor
Ml-, I-.-.iii.i-t-..n. -36 (Tel. 83363)
Women's Editor
Dorothy 1. Klmball. '35 (Tel. 3207)
Intercollegiate Editor
Bonie M. (ialliouri. ':::. (Tel. 3307)
Women's Sports Editor
Marcaret Hoxle, '35 (Tel. 3207)
REPORTERS

Flnhman '38, Margaret March '38.
Packard "38. Doris Minor W. Hull. BoMnmn J7.
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Congratulations!
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marked 'Don't make him think he has
got into bad company.""

• • •

45 years ago—1890:
From the "College World" column
we learn the following facts:
Princeton erected a new dormitory
and called it "Brown Hall . . . Columbia was the wealthiest college In the
country with Harvard a close second
. . . The presidencies of sixteen American colleges were vacant . . . Rutgers
College had a member of the faculty.
Professor De Witt, holding a regular
place on the football team . . . Professor Allen of Harvard set all of
Horace's "Odes" to music . . . Princeton added 160 acres of land to its property ... An Anti-Cribbing Society was
formed at Amherst.

• • •

25 years ago—1910:
"Professor J. W. Black of Colby lectured at the college on "Washington,
Statesman and Patriot." He was especially emphatic in his characterization
of Washington. He described him as
"not brilliant, but sober and serious,
systematic, devoted, shrewd, and human. He made few enemies, and won
his way into the hearts of the people
by heroism, not by a great personality."

LIBRARY FINDS

Spofiford Members
Try Various Tests

Face the winds of adversity and
they'll blow you into a man.—Anon.

Welch, Fish, And
Robinson Win In
Sophomore Debate
William Metz Gets Award As
Best Speaker And Ten
Dollar Prize
Donald Welch, Robert Fish, and
Ernest Robinson composed the winning team in the annual Sophomore
Debate held in Little Theater Monday
evening. This winning team upheld the
affirmative of the question, Resolved,
That the nations should agree to prevent the international shipment of
arms and munitions.
William Metz '37, member of the
negative side, was judged the best
speaker of the evening and will receive
the prize of ten dollars. Other members"of the negative side were Arnold
Kenseth and Robert York.
Judges for the debate were Prof.
Robert Berkelman and Prof. Percy
Wilkins, with the combined vote of the
audience counting as the third judge's
vote. Dorothy Preston '37 acted as
manager for the debate, and Charles
Gore, president of the Sophomore
Class, was chairman.

Pres. Gray Leaves
For Florida Trip

Sophomore Hop
To Be March 9

Pres. and Mrs. Clifton D. Gray left
lewiston last Friday for an extended
tour of the south, the objective being
Florida. Enroute Dr. Gray will address various organizations, schools,
colleges, and Bates alumni associations.
The Grays were guests last Saturday
at the home of Mrs. Annie Merrill
Hayes. Bates graduate at Wyndhurst,
Upland, Pa. Sunday Dr. Gray preached
for Dr. Frederick Griffin in Philadelphia, Bates "98, and Sunday evening
conducted the service in the Baldwin
School, Bryn Mawr.

Members of the Sophomore Class
have emerged victorious in their fight
to hold their annual hop. The committee, headed by Albion Beveridge,
announced late yesterday afternoon
that the date has been set for March
9th.
According to all reports, the affair
will be one of the smartest ever held
on the campus. Music will be furnished by the famous Barbary Coast
Orchestra
of
Dartmouth
College.
Charles Gore, Sophomore Class President, was instrumental in getting this
band of dance and radio fame.

Fred. L Tower Companies
165 Middle Street, Portland, Maine
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PEPYS THRUTHE KEYHOLB
I would as soon be a denizen of Hades as try to endure

th-

weather much longer ... for two months now snow has clrihbied
dribbled, and dribbled from this drizzly sky
. if I ever -,e ,^
earth again 1 shall be joyously tempted to fall smack on mv fac
and kiss it... as did some addled English king arriving on hi
shore ... if this keeps up, we can have another \\ inter Carnival at
Commencement . . . won't that be just too jolly? ■ . .
Now that I have spat out my spleen
....
against the elements . . - let's get in was learned that Ed Winston,
, I0°
a huddle to chit and chat and fry the two-miler, will be lost to the
fat . . . But first of all, Sargent, I the remainder of the BI
j "
might as well tell you right now . . . And sometime why don't you
i;,10l°
that I shall leave you out of this (a little bit of Carnoustie aweek's column . . . don t bother to let Store) to tell you the story „:, ai £'
your tears fall in unrestrained flow hen . . . Also if she got eno ig i pum-h
. . . stop sniveling, my fine Romeo, at the exhibit^ . . I hate to • !Ujon
',n^
there are many more weeks to come* it but who is wearing his ;
. . . Our March-chick and the Paige- Chem. pin again . . . And ol . ,rse
Saturday,
Roger
(pi
...io '
pullet were united in a common bond last
of misery over the weekend . . . Burt Casanova, taciturn, etc.)
and Dayt graced the home high-school way to a "smart" Sprlngv;
For
formal and left Doyle and Lewis to with none but pert Polly
\a^
take their place at Tea-Dance . . . those of you who can't taki
iinn —
quite a decorous affair that . . .but all even if in this modes:
. ,
the same quite delightful . . . what SHAME . . . Though, som
sore
hurts
when
it's
open,
d
with the posies and valentine deco.mi<j
rations . . . speaking of valen- Long John from Swampsooi
tines . . . Nils received one ardent like it known that he's "a
<\\^
love-token which described him as married" at home . . . Almi
band
"you sour-faced dish-washer" . . . nev- some "coffee at tea" win D
. tliin
ertheless, he did a fancy bit of chisel- breezed through RocHngham
low to
ing Saturday afternoon and evening, . . . To Susie and Miss Banwhich demands all sorts of high- go" . . . Good sports are rar
powered congratulations . . . Wells And an afterthought of the tea
and Weatherbee crashed the social notice the lights get brighter ai more
register Friday . . . and the gallant bright . . . First it was Link. then
gentleman who brings joy to any-and- Beulah, then a city in German
and
he'd
everybody's girl was in his glory . . . now Sto—oh my . . . Bond sa;
Eleanor Walsh, the eternal question- love to take her anywhere,
|
box ... who? what? where? and then it but teach him to dance . . . ,
begins all over again ... such an avid heard someone looking for an
thirst for knowledge . . . Personally, I course singing "I'd Love To
watch Chick's dancing with baffled won- One Hour With You" . .
der, but the girls say his cute little curt- abandoned Roger Bill for an
sies only enhance his terpsichorean ment in Portland from when
he
charm . . . The unmarried chaperones commutes daily . . . Said the Boston
at the weekly Chase affair excited the Bull to his Pomeranian
jealous admiration of the student body "Miss Pooch, take a litter!" . . . For
with their unprecedented daring . . . the last five minutes I've been
basking in the back-room in dim, un- to tie a red ribbon bow on my
lighted darkness . . . tut, tut, my toe . . . and every time I
pretties, the social functions' commit- started the damdigit worms, wiggles,
tee will be exceeding irate ... I speak and squirms like a ... oh i
from sad experience . . . The J. B. let that one go . . . m'gawd, there's
correspondent reports that Seedman's that Perkins girl looking for
Packard broke down last week, where- band again . . . Hope you all f
upon said youth donned his raggedest Prex's wise exhortation to m
panties and undies, sack-cloth and next weekend a profitable one
. _
ashes, and retired to the closet to I think I shall devote at least tw
batten his head against the wall . . . two hours of each day to rose
and now Charl has found another
All my love,
Frank, and honestly, he's the darlingUNCLE SAM PEPYS.
est boy . . . who'da thunk it? . . .
Since the Watch and Ward's vigorous
campaign on Rand reception room the
place is haunted with shades of Morpheus . . . why, Chass and Junie actually fell into a solemn slumber there
one day last week, which lasted two
deadly hours . . . and cunnin' li'l CupThe Women's Student Government
cake goes to Rand most every day sponsored its third tea of the current
now ... or is it Toots? ... or P'itty school year in Rand Hall Reception
dear? ... or 'oo booful buttercup? Room, Sunday afternoon from tour
. . . oh, what is it? . . . no, don't tell until six P. If. Eleanor Glover '36 was
me . . . ah, I know, it's Cookie (first chairman of the committee, ai led by
syllable indefinitely prolonged) . . . members of the Student Government
Didst notice Martin's solicitude for his Board as servers.
wench Saturday even, when he esMrs. Eva Billings and Mrs. H II.
corted her to a comfy seat on a bench
half-way up the hall, then gaily de- Britain served as pourers from tour to
parted to dance with another damsel five P. M., and Mrs. Fred I!. M
with Mrs. Walter A. I.
. . . Willard's breathless gasps of con'.'. M.
versation
arM onmo cay »ltot Com. pourers from five until The piano selections 61 '.u
ner was right royally merry . . . and
I always thot he was a member of the '37 and Ruth Waterhouse "- tarnlsheA
Y. M. C. A. ... if I could only yodel a pleasing background. Attro tive and
es exparts of "the Poet and the Peasant bright flowers adorning the
Overture" right now as I type, I might pressed the atmosphere of spring.
be happy ... or perhaps a rendition
of "Seeing Nellie Home", warbled in
true Warring style might do . . . no,
THIS IS A GOOD TIME TO
I'm dog-bugs, that's my trouble . . .
LOOK OVER OUR
Who is the girl who signs herself "The
Lim(b) of '35"? . . . 'Tis whispered
that Cotton has a secret desire at
Rand ... so lovely, so wonderful, that
he doesn't even so much as dare
approach her for a date . . . Just
what is
Madden's
office
in
this
cullich? ... Is he secretary of Sodalitas
Latina, or a
waiter at the
Commons,, or a Murray convert? . . .
some noble position must be responsible for that smug strut . . .
Something new in hair cuts, ye fashWe are pleased to show you and
ion-plates 4 . . get a load of Seekts
give our prices
. . . Another birthday party at Fiske
Gobble '11 . . . for Loomis this time . . .
twenty pink candles on the cake . . .
prizes for all . . . and a lovely cor80 Lisbon Street
Lewiston
sage for the honored one ... of tulips and geraniums ... To quote Ed
SIGN
Winston in the Portland Telegram:
"BIG CHIME CLOCK"
"The Bates varsity team suffered its
third severe loss last week, when it

Student Government
Has Tea In Rand

Sterling g Fine Solid
Silver Patterns
In Flatware and Start
Your Set One Piece
At a Time

Geo. V. Turgeon & Co.

Under,tond
To

p..v««.«eP

JAZZ! & HOW!
SHORT TALKS

SIX

(hue No: I
Chat No: 4
"THE FOtR HORSEMEN
"WHAT MAKES WHAM!
OF JAZZ"
Ti:e whole story on Altered chords.
The four kinds of chords which
Blues, Swipes and Barbershops.
harmonize all Jazz and Popular
tunes.
Chat No: 5
Chat No: 8
"CHOOSE YOI K WEAPONS"
Key to applying tlii- harmony t<
"A SCAI.KY SUBJECT"
New and amusing analysis of
Piano, Gnttar, Accordion, Ike. Man
dolyn and lianjo.
Males. Hair an hour and von hav.
i hem all. Learn between laughs.
Chat No: 6
thai No: 3
"WHERETO JAZZ!"
"TIIK NIGGER IN THK
Hints for variations and embellish
WOOD 1'II.K"
.
merits. Laws of modulation in mod
Exposure of the Art of IMavinj; by
ern Jan music How to follow an
ear. All The Answers I
familiar tunes.
If you're interested, drop down to the PHILHARMONIC STIDIO at e
Main St.. Auburn, about 7.3(1 P. ML, Tuesday evening, February uti. and li
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gj.jence Exhibit Outstanding
Achievement Of College Year
Visitors Numbering Over Two Thousand Pack
Hedge Lab And Carnegie Science Building—
Special Busses From Portland And Augusta

Yearbook Editors Seek
Snapshots For Mirror

Freshmen And
Juniors Win

What have you in the way of
clever snapshots? Have you any
treasured pictures of the campus
students, faculty—or anything of
interest to the Bates Mirror' We
need all sorts for the specialty
pages of the Bates yearbook If
you have any that you think
could be used, please turn them
in to Dorothy Kimball '33, Specialty Editor of the Mirror, or to
Bond M. Perry '35.

The Freshmen defeated the Seniors
31-26, last night in one of the best
basket-ball games of the season. The
score at the end of the last period was
24-24. The Seniors were short of men,
incurring several losses via the four
foul route. Referee Pignone was extremely strict as far as penalties were
concerned.
Stone, Lenzi, and Valicenti, shone
for the Seniors, while Doyle, Preston,
and Seedman looked good for the
Frosh.

Special busses bringing high school students and teachers from
Portland and Augusta added to the total of over two thousand
.iI(,r. who packed Hedge Lab and Carnegie Science buildings to
. _ the biennial Bates Science Exhibition last Thursday and
[riday ■ :'ht;.-Spt?n^ed bv, *he JRainsdell Scientific Society, Th
■mine Society, and the Lawrence Chemical Society even ENTYMOLOGICAL
for*"1
: in the two buildings and other special attractions k", GROUP
*££ illv line exhibits.
By Willard Whitcomb '38
e-^l rPsponse Friday night by the
The entymological group on exhibit
'.
| i schools to the seventy of compounds and solutions of com- consisted of trays of insects repre''jMtioi
''nl out' was outstanding, pounds under ultra-violet light. Also senting the different types in the Stan'"a taMlis 'lie exhibition as a whole, shown were florescences of various ton collection, and the reclassiflcation
Karl Woodcock said it was the minerals using different minerals and work done this year. There were sevDr.
affair of its kind he had
006) P°l i, re at Bates. As tar as can methods from the same procedure in eral trays of butterflies and moths,
the geology exhibit. Perhaps, most including one drawer of large native
««r sei
med, Daniariscotta was the outstanding was the exhibit of radium woodnioths. The specimens of White
be detern
MI town to send a special florescence. The bottles used, only Mountain butterflies attracted perhaps
n,ost dis
iiates. On Thursday night
most attention because of the naparty w , visitors were Bates stu- about three inches high and contain- the
ing only one ten thousandth part of ture of their habitat. They are found
5"".. local high school students, and radium mixed in zinc sulphides cost I nowll?re else bul on tlle top of Mount
visitors
Washington.
each.
Among the beetles were many curiThe results of the experiments indiEvery ' ld of Science had its special
nh students present to ex- cated that it is possible to save enough ous and odd-shaped insects of bril'j',',
nonstrate the processes and energy in the daytime to have very liant colors. Stag-beetles, destructive
plain
o
In Hedge Lab blood counts sufficient lighting for night.
wood-borers, elaters, tiger beetles, and
« • •
i of President Gray and Miss
burying beetles were all included in
the display. Many were much innora Bol> •'* as wel1 as many others. BIOCHEMISTRY
terested in the red-spotted burying
inj with Thursday being Valentine's
By
John
Ingraham
'35
beetles, which have the curious habit
Robi rt Rowe '37 and Alden
Day.
This exhibit was divided in three of burying carrion. They have been
were flooded with radioCooler
o ue sent out over the air. parts: blood count (white and red cor- known to roll large wharf rats some
,wo
During '
nishts over two nun- puscle flow); urine analysis (tests for distance for that purpose in order to
messages were sent out sugar, protein, urea, etc.); and a food deposit their eggs in them.
• * *
(rom the station in Carnegie Science exhibit showing the percentage of fat
Building hough fifty had to be re- proteins, carbohydrates, heat of com- QUANTATIVE
nt rect addresses and sig- bustion in various foods. Interesting ANALYSIS
facts were that potato chips have alBy Archie Peabody '36
most eight times as much protein val. . .
Among the different analysises was
ue as potatoes; chocolate has the high- that for the alkali content of soap. It
PHYSICAL
est heat of combustion with peanuts is this alkali percentage that is detriCHEMISTRY
next and lettuce has the lowest.
mental to the facial tissues. The acetic
By Hilda Gellerson '35
• • •
acid of vinegar was found but is of
Various phases of Physical Chemisno great practical as all vinegars avm, the science which attempts to INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION
erage from 5 to 8 percent without
dplain "the iiow and why of chemical OF CHEMISTRY
much change in quality. The analysis
presented. Among these
laiIS
By Delmo Enagonio '36
of iron in iron ore by the permangen,ere: i H ommercial method for deAt this demonstration the no-rub
termini"- Uie viscosity of oils, the floor-wax used so successfully on ate process, illustrates the commercial
■alysis of the Lewiston City Gas. practically all the college building process used by industrial concerns
ore value.
He detern nation of refractive Indices floors was shown in the process of in determining •their
* «
of liquids, and several methods for de- manufacture. The big feature was the
termininc the molecular weights of making of rubber balls from a prod- PARASITES
OF MAN
compounds.
uct latex (rubber tree syrup and
By William Spear '37
Prop.Mties of solutions were also de- ammonia)
by
the
addition
of
acetic
All parasites common to man were
tennined by electrolytic methods.
acid.
The
composition
was
also
dison display. First was the type of
• * *
cussed.
tapeworm which alternates from man
ADVANCED

5?w

-

The second game of the evening was
between the Sophomores and Juniors.
Although the Sophomores have yet to
win a game in inter-class competition,
their attack was considerably strengthened by the fine playing of two newcomers. Gore and Dunlevy.
Captain Clark shot several spectacular baskets as he led his team to a
30-24 win. Wellman '36 and Pellicane
'37 played well for their respective
teams.

Colby Sextet
Defeats Bates
Colby's state champion hockey sextet
wound up its most successful season
in history at the Clover Club Arena
this evening by defeating Bates 3 to 1.
Adverse ice conditions and the smart
goal tending of Carl Heldman prevented a much larger score.
Capt. "Hacker" Ross of Melrose.
Mass., ended his four year varsity career in a blaze of glory and accounted
for two of Colby's goals. Al Paganucci
scored the other. All three were assisted by Rum Lemieux. Chick Toomey
scored for Bates In the third period on
a solo.
The Bobcats held Colby to one goal
in the first period. Capt "Hacker"
Ross opened the scoring festivities on
a pass from Rum Lemieux. Colby came
back strong in the second period and
scored twice on shots by Ross and Al
Paganucci, both assisted by Lemieux.
Play was fast in the last period and
Chick Toomey scored on a solo dash
from his defense position to give the
scrappy Bates Club its lone goal.
The game brought Colby's season to
an end with a record of seven wins,
a tie, and one defeat. The Mules, with
nearly a veteran aggregation, did not
lose a game against Bates or Bowdoin
in State Series play. The only defeat
came at the hands of Yale last week.
I-ast year the Mules gathered in a
state crown and the year before wound
up their season in a tie with Bates for
the title.

to pig. This variety is from 6 to 9
reet long and has over 300 segments.
Another tapeworm alternating between man and cattle is from 6 to
38 feet long and has from 1000 to
1300 segments, each segment capable
of giving rise to 10,000 eggs. This type
is not common to man in United
States atmosphere.
There was an exhibit of triehinelll.
causing trichonosa, seven cases of
which have been reported in Boston
the last year. These animals become
incested in the muscular tissue caus- ' Bates (1)
ing severe pain but seldom death. All Colby (3)
parasite infections can be avoided by Paganucci, Rancourt. Guiney. lw
eating well-cooked meats, as a 60 derw, Norman, Stetson, Lewis
gree heat is sufficient to kill them.
Lemieux. Rancourt. c
• • •
c, Meagher, Lewis, Mendall
WEATHER BUREAU
Ross, Hannigan. rw
FEATURE OF EXHIBIT
lw, Hutchinson. Healey
By Antone Duarte '35
The most frequently heard question Lachance. Id
rd, Toomey, Lewis. Aldrich
heard at this exhibit was one that
Id. Mendall, McDonough
most all of us hear several times each Sheehan, rd
day. "What's the weather for tomor- Thompson, g
g, Heldman
row?" In the forecasting room atScore: Colby 3, Bates 1.
tempts were made to explain how sciFirst Period
entific predictions of the weather is
made by use of instruments like the 1—Colby—Ross—(Lemieux)
11.46
barometer, psychromoter and weather
Second
Period
maps. Wind directions, cloud formations, and temperatures were consid- 2—Colby—Paganucci (Lemieux) 2.00
ered in the results.
3- Colby—Ross (Lemieux)
10.35
The forecasting of the department
Third
Period
for the two days of the exhibit was
perfectly accurate. The storms of 4—Bates—Toomey (unassisted)
1.15
Referee: French (Maine). Time
Thursday and Friday evenings were
predicted precisely.
4—18s.

WEATHER
Warmest day (39.71) (Jan. 7): Hour—48.00) (Feb. 15)*
Coldest day (—4.66) (Jan. 27); Hour—(—25.0) (Jan. 28)
Forecast record—80 out of 98
Forecast: Slowly rising temperature latter part of week. Possible rain
or snow.
Weather
Average Maximum Minimum
24
—4
Fair
10.58
February 12
2
28
0.25 in. S.R.H.
18.42
February 13
—5
1.25 in. S, R.
33
16.71
February 14
31
Fair
48
37.88
February 15
28
42
Partly cloudy
35.50
February 16
18
6.00 in. Snow
28
20.79
February 17
22
Cloudy
36
28.29
February 18
CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA
+ orTo date
Average
Temperature
-L-14.79
18.98
19.80
February
18.89
Year
Snowfall
— 13.41
22.16
February (inches)
4-22.21
43.04
65.25
Year (inches)
4-12.73
64.77
77.50
Seasonal (inches)
Precipitation
— 2.36
3.66
1.29
February (inches)
-|_ 2.18
7.45
9.61
Year (inches)
•Replaces former mark of 45 on January ..
REMINDER:—Last February at above dates was averaging 7.33 daily
average temperature; 6.50 inches of snow had fallen; but 10.00 Inches
fell on the 20th; 7.50 inches on the 23rd; and 16 inches on 26th and 27th
—total for four days—33.50 inches.

GOVERNOR BRANN FRESHMEN NOT TO
RUN AGAINST COLBY
MAY SPEAK HERE
It has been announced that plans are
being made to have Governor Brann
to speak on the campus sometime in
the near future under the auspices of
the Politics Club. The date is as yet
tentative but according to program
chairman Betty Fosdick '35 arrangements are being made to hold the
affair in Little Theater in the form of
an open meeting.

Coach Ray Thompson announced
yesterday that he would not enter any
freshmen in the Colby meet on Friday afternoon. His decision came as
the result of the disqualification of
those men who compete on the varsity
as freshmen from the larger inter'■ollegiate meets.

Garnet Deadline Saturday
Material for the next Garnet must be in on or before Saturday.
February 23, according to Margaret Hoxie '35, editor-in-chief. Although some of the coming issue's subject matter has been decided
upon, there is still ample opportunity for good short stories and
verse.
The editors plan to continue the new format adopted in the last
issue. Student approval of this new make-up seems to warrant its
continuance.
A certain number of short stories by favorite campus writers
are expected to be included. If space remains, there may be a section
voted to book and play reviews. It is hoped to make these a semipermanent feature of the Garnet. The issue should be out by the
middle of March.

ORGANIC

By William F. Fellows '35
Too many people overlook the fad
that chemistry is the basis of most of
the important commercial developm.!i;- i > tlie past few decades. As
demonstrated in the lab Thursday and
Friday nights "Aspirin", a popular
pain-reliever, is synthesized by several
steps from carbolic acid. Indigo, one
of the most useful of the "vat-dyes",
n to be prepared from napthttulene which is a coal-tar derivative:
this process included refluxing and
fusion with sodium hydroxide. There
are certain chemical compounds which
possess ."lors characteristic of per.

,,.,ain complca of tlic.->c -n-o«-e

vfesembling rose, lilac, geranium, ind others. Violet perfume.
Wieraiosiu known as Ionone, was in
the prw 98 of being manufactured
from several compounds: the final
product was obtained after several
distillations, including a distillation
under reduced pressure and a steam
distillation. These preparations are
typical illustrations of innumerable
applications of chemical facts to modern industry.

» » *

ULTRA-VIOLET
LIGHT STUDY
By Norman Layfette '35
This exhibit showed the florescence
JAMES P.

MURPHY CO.
INC.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

Lew iston Monumental Works
HI

ATES STREET
LEWISTON
TELEPHONE 4634-R

WE CARRY

FLOWERS
FOR EVERY OCCASION
Cowe to us for Suggestions

ANN'S FLOWER
SHOP
"The store of individual »ervice"
AGENTS
ASHTON ATHERTON, '36
STANTON SHERMAN, '36
Telephone 4587-W
185 Main Street

[

Lewiston

i

LE
ESSAGE
uLIasliing

\sO.

Job Printers
Publishers

LUCKIE
CENTER LEAVE

ER LEAVES
MILDEST SMOKE

I give you the mildest smoke, the besttasting smoke. You wonder what makes
me different. I'll tell you. It's center leaves.
I spurn the little, sticky, top leaves ... so

bitter to the taste. I scorn the coarse bottom
leaves, so harsh and unappetizing. I am careful of your friendship, for I am made only of
the mild, fragrant, expensive center leaves.

7w^ IBef&i
225 LISBON STREET

fl—MM urn. n» tmmmm w/kmm emstm
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SPORTSJSHOTS

Sophomores Lose
To Freshman Team
A scrappy sophomore team with a
never-say-die spirit went down in a
hard fought defeat at the hands of the
high-sailing frosh basketeers to the
tune of 26-20 last Thursday night.
Giving everything they had in an effort to stave off defeat, the sophs actually played themselves out, and in
the closing minutes the fresh frosh ran
circles around their opponents.
FG PTS
G
FRESHMEN
5
1
2
Preston If
0
0
0
Molloy If
0
0
0
Bartlett If
2
0
1
Reed rf
0
0
0
Patterson rf
0
0
0
Eggleston c
0
0
0
Hathaway c
11
1
5
Seedman lb
6
0
3
Morin lb
2
'0
1
Frost lb
0
0
0
Brown rb
26
2
12
Totals
PTS
FG
G
SOPHOMORES
4
0
2
Gore If
0
0
0
Duncan If
0
8
4
Pellicanne rf
0
0
0
Wight rf
3
1
1
Mallard c
3
1
1
Dunlevy lb
0
0
0
Martin lb
2
0
1
Hager rb
0
0
0
Duncan rb
20
9
Totals
Referee Spinks. Time of periods, 8
minutes.

Junior Quintet
Defeats Seniors
Still smarting from the decisive defeat recently administered by the frosh,
the Junior team, with blood in their
eyes, raised havoc with the Seniors and
gave them a 47-31 beating last Wednesday night.
Clark, the elongated center, came
into his own and scored 18 points
which with Wellman's 12, almost
equaled the entire Senior score. Coleman, who majors in both biology and
basket-ball, led his team-mates with 11
points, a creditable showing.
JUNIORS
Sherman If
Atherton 11"
Latham rf
Pignone rf
Clark c
Drohosky lg
Rounds lg
Small rg
Well man rg
Totals

G
0
1
3
1
6
2
0
0
5
18

SENIORS
Valicenti If
Norman If
Tabbut rf
Coomlvs rf
Stone c
Pennel c
Lenzi lg
Coleman rg
Totals

G

FG
1
0
1
0
6
1
0
0
2
11

(Continued from Page 11

BY BOB SAUNDERS
Duarte predicts warmer weather right along now and spring is
reallv in the air in spite of some snappy mornings. Joe Murphy s
hockey men wound up their season last night at Waterville but
what's more important is that football men will be seen tearing
around the cage starting Thursday afternoon as spring training gets
underway. If that isn't a surer sign of spring than the proverbial
bluebird'I miss my guess. Twenty-seven frosh and nine upperclass
men will turn out for the first workouts. A good lot of reserves will
have to be developed to bolster up the squad for the tough schedule
next vear and there is no time like the present to start. Incidentally
four games will be played here in the fall of '36 to give the students
a break with the old ticket book.

Academy Team Includes
Several Outstanding
Competitors

Boards Bother Kishon
"Little Bates" looked mighty big at of his dash victory and his second
the University Club meet at Boston place in the broad jump in the afterlast Saturday. The eight man team noon. Parks of Springfield, however,
amassed a total of 23.7 points for third was given the Sykes trophy for the
place. With eight other colleges com- outstanding performer of the meet, in
peting in their class and eleven others view of his winning the Class B jump,
in the lower division Bates ranks well placing in two other events and runup in Xew England track circles. ning a fine quarter mile on the relay
Harry Keller made the dash field look team. Kishon was handicapped by
like a bunch of cripples as he clipped having to throw the 35 pound weight
off three heats of 5.6 in succession to
win easily. No other man equalled the with spikes on off of a board surface
record of 5.G during the night in either when he has practiced entirely on
class. Keller was adjudged the out- dirt. At that he got off some practice
standing performer in Class A because heaves of over 52 feet.
Athletes Get Bounced
Bates gave ample proof that she enter Rate*) since Am Adams. Bucky
does not subsidize athletics in the re- would have been of great use at the
cent dropping of some fine athletes. University Club meet last week.
The sophomore basket-ball team is
In tact we would say that she is probably leaning over backwards in her becoming the most popular team in
attempt to keep her name unsmirched. the league^lespite the fact that they
I0d Curtin went places last fall in are yet to win a game. The great game
football but will be missing next year they put up last week against the
along wfth Wes Dinsmore, a fine end freshmen got the crowd pulling for
and an outstanding hockey player. them. No matter what the sport is, a
Paul Morin gave the school some good scrappy team always has a place.
newspaper space with his achieve- Nick Pellicane has long been putting
ments as a pugilist and was a rugged up a lone stand for the sophs but now
football player with plenty of experi- Bucky Gore and Bill Dunlevy are lendhelping hand. One of Buck
ence. Charlie Quinn and Arthur Chick ing a fine
were two line freshman athletes who Spinks boys who is making good in
will be missed. Both were naturals. the basket-ball game is Joe Pignone
Quinn as a football and hockey player who was called by Lin Kelley, coach
while Chick was a fine pitching pros- of Lewiston High, as one of the best
pect as well as a good halfback. Out- referees in the state along with Paul
standing among i the ineligibles is Flaherty, after Kelley had seen Joe
Bucky Gore, called by Jerry Nason of officiate in the Rockland-Lewiston
the-Boston Globe as the best runner to game.

A Frenchman was relating his exIf a student is caught drinking at
perience of learning the English lan- Colorado University he is forced to
guage. "When I discovered that if I attend Sunday School for three years.
was quick I was fast,'' he said, "and
that if I was tied I was fast, and that
not to eat was a fast, I was discouraged. But when I came across the
sentence, "The first one won one onePHOTOGRAPHER
dollar prize," I gave up learning to
learn the English language."—BramVISIT THE NEW
PTS
words.

PTS
1
2
7
2
18
5
0
0
12
47

FG
3
0
0
2
0 • 0
2
0
2
1
0
0
2
1
5
1
7
12

Track Meet With Co%
EIGHTJVIAN
TRACK
TEAM
Freshman Meet
Here Friday Afternoon!
With Bridgton PLACES THIRD IN MEET
Finish Behind Harvard and Bowdoin At
This Afternoon Bobcats
University Club Competition — Keller

J. E. LaFlamme

3
4
0
4
4
0
5
11
31

"3 Patess Crabition'

STUDIO AT
135 MAIN STREET
Lewiston

ELM STREET
Bates 1904

Agtnl. JOE lilH.N \M. '36

DOWNING'S

BRING YOUR FILMS TO
US FOR DEVELOPING
AND FINISHING

CANDY STORE
We Make Our Own Ice Cream
63 COURT STREET
AUBURN

Millicent Thorp '37 of Manchester,
N. H.. suffered a fracture of her left
wrist Monday afternoon when she fell
on the slippery walkway leading down
From Cheney House. The break is reported as not particularly serious and
will not keep Miss Thorp from attending classes.

We carry a large assortment
ofMen's Gladstone Bags
Ladies' Fitted and
Unfitted Cases
Men's Billfolds and
Small Leather Goods

Fogg's Leather Store
123 MAIN STREET

LEWISTON

Maine
Athletic Supply Co.
Sporting Goods
Suede Leather Jackets
Sweat Shirts, Ett
STRAND THEATRE BLDL,
226 MAIN STREET, LEWISTON
Telephone 3732

Judkins Laundry
INC.
193 MIDDLE STREET

SHIRT WORK A
SPECIALTY
.AGENT

MILTON LINDHOLM, ':!.')

FOR BETTER

OIL & GAS
FRED C. McKENNEY
Corner College and Sabattus Sts.
WASHING and GREASING

I MERRILL & WERBER

COMPANY
PRINTERS-BOOKBINDERS
95-99 Main St.,
AUBURN, ME.

THE BLUE LINE
LEWISTON - RUMFORD Lv. LEWISTON
7:45 A. M.. 1:00 I>. M..
Lv. RUMFORD
7:36 A. M.. 12:50 P. M..
Lv. FARMINGTON
7:30 A. M. 1^:45 P. M..

FARMINGTON
5:00 P. M.
4:50 P. M.
4:45 P. M.

.-■ —: vx: :•■*■ —■:•*::.• V'"~""--

24 Hour Service

We can show you a varied
selection of
PRIZE CUPS, FOUNTAIN
PENS, LADIES' SILK
UMBRELLAS AND LEATHER
HAND BAGS
LEATHER BILL FOLDS
BOOK ENDS, CLOCKS

Barnstone - Osgood
JEWELERS
LEWISTON, - MAINE

The Quality Shop
3 Minutes from Campus -

FOR REAL COURTEOUS
TAXI SERVICE
LEWISTON, - MAINE

TELEPHONE 1817-W

R. W. CLARK
Corner Bates and Main Streets

LEWISTON, MAINE

BILL
THE BARBER

COLLEGE
PHARMACY

DROP IN
AFTER THE SHOW
OR
WHEN DOWNTOWN

Registered Druggist
Pure Drugs and Medicines

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY

FOR

EDS AND CO-EDS

FOR A

Refreshing
Light Lunch
Beverages of All Kinds On Sale

COLLEGE CAFE
15 SABATTUS ST.

LEWISTON

CHASE HALL

Where The Bobcats Meet

AND

A COMPLETE LINE OF
CLASS ROOM SUPPLIES ON
SALE FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE
DROP IN BETWEEN
CLASSES

CITIES
SERVICE

Millicent Thorp
Falls On IceFractures Wrist

TELEPHONE 2134

7 SABATTUS STREET
We Specialize in
REPAIRING LOTUS SHOES

LUNCHEONETTE

IS FOR

up well against the Freshman in the
dual cross-country meet last fall, will
match strides against Gideon Lamontagne, in what should be a most interesting mile race. The 1.000 will find
Paladino of Bridgton running against
Fisher. Blanchard. and Sam Leard.
all Freshmen.

into the lime-light again In tie D0 yard
dash by winning his trial and semifinal heats, and crashing through th
tape in 5 and 3/5 seconds in the final
to equal the meet record. Harry beat
such stars as Gilligan of Holy Cross,
Calvin of Harvard and Soule of Bowdoin.
Bob Saunders. the only member oi
the ill-fated mile relay team to compete, hung onto Joel Marsh's heels as
the Maine star clipped two and a fifth
seconds off the half-mile record, but
was nipped at the tape by Bliss of Harvard for second place. Marsh's time
was 1:58.8. Pearce of Brown was
fourth and Ken Black of Maine fifth.
Bob Kramer cleared 5 ft. 11 inches
in the high jump to tie for third place
while Lou Meagher cleared 11 ft. 6
inches in the pole vault to tie with four
others for fifth place.
o

SA Y IT WITH ICE CUE AM

George A. Ross

4040

The College Store
Bates Students

Bates' eight-man track-team scored
23.7 points in the University Club
Meet in Boston last Saturday to place
third in Class A behind Harvard and
Bowdoin. Twenty-two New England
colleges were represented by over two
hundred athletes.
Entering the running events after
the weight events which were held in
the afternoon at Harvard's cage, the
Bobcats were leading with twelve
points in Class A. In the running broad
jump. Harry Keller, sensational dash
man garnered a second place behind
Johnson of M.I.T. who is up to his performances of last year when he was a
scorer in the IC4A Meet. In the finals
of the 35 lb. weight Kishon was nosed
out by Frame of Maine who threw the
iron weight 50 ft. 4V4 inches. The Bobcat score was added to by Larry Johnson, securing a fifth behind Loeb of
Yale and Harrison of Bowdoin. In the
shot put. Kishon again came into the
scoring with a third behind Zaitz of
B. C, a surprise winner, and Bowdoin's
Niblock. The fact that the hammer was
thrown off of boards greatly handicapped the Bates men who practice entirely on dirt.
In the 45 yard high hurdles, the
Bates representative. Puriuton, scored
a fifth behind Good of Bowdoin, Hayes
of Harvard, Goddard of Maine, and
Henderson of Northeastern. Royce
should improve in the next few weeks,
and be ready to give Goddard a good
race in the Maine meet. Keller came

CARL HELDMAN. K. Auent

LEWISTON SHOE
HOSPITAL

CALL

The first Freshman track meet of
the year is with Bridgton Academy this
afternoon at the cage. The outcome is
doubtful although, on paper, the Frosh
have a slight margin of superiority
over their prep school rivals.
Both teams have an abundance of
outstanding performers. Coach "Snapper" Sampson of Bridgton has the faculty of developing powerful teams.
Last year, his team won the state
championship both indoors and out and
placed high in New England competition. This team is as strong as last
year's if not stronger. The Frosh team
won the annual interclass meet.
In the 40 yard dash Keck of the
Freshman is the favorite, due to his
performance in recent meets. Giovanazzi, Frosh. and Whitten, Bridgton,
will furnish plenty of competition,
however. In the hurdles, Catlin and
Luukko will meet Coyne and Aaskov
of the preppers. The jumps will find
Catlin and Luukko with the addition
of Keck in the broad jump stacked
against Karakos and Coyne of Bridgton.
The most thrilling race of the day
should be the meeting of Eddie Howard
and Ralph Aaskov in the 600. Howard
has been going great guns all year
and is in perfect condition. In a time
trial last week in a 440, he did veryfast time for the track. Aaskov has been
the star of the prep school team all
year and has been pointing for this
race. It should prove the closest race
of the meet.
Both teams are weak in the weight
events. The pole vault brings together
Whitten of the preppers and Cook
of the frosh. Both boys have done well
over 11 feet and a new cage record
may result.
Pritchard and Stickney. who showed

Places First In 50 YardDash

probable. Harry Keller, by his second!
place in the D. C. meet in tl
will be the odds-on favorite to take!
the running broad jump. Conn
possibly Keck and Luukko. will heiD
him oppose Stan Washuk and Johnnyl
Dolan of the Waterville outfit.
Regardless of how many cage rec-l
ords are set in the competili
time, distance, or height mad.
a record in one sense—that (if < c,r„y.l
Bates dual competition. A Colby raanl
has already made one record :
ing this college year of 1934-:;:,.
Cliff Veysey set the new cmcourse record of 20 minutes. 2
onds in the triangular m
Northeastern, Colby, and Bates here*
last fall.
The entries are by no means definite!
or final as yet, and probably
j
be until the races start on Fi
,
Coach Thompson's aggreg;r
take Norm Perkin's forces nr
|
dily, with or without help :
freshmen.
The meet is due to start al

I ■

LEWISTON RUBBER CO.
Rubber and Sporting Goods of All Descriptions
SKATES, SKI IS AND HOCKEY SUPPLIES
213 LISBON STREET
LEWISTON

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
PRESCRIPTIONS COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

GET IN ON OUR REORGANIZATION SALE NOW GOING ON
SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO BATES STUDENTS
CHARGE ACCOUNT SERVICE

College and Sabattus Streets
109-111 LISBON ST.

CORTELL'S

LEWISTON

Compliments of

A. G. SPALDING
ATHLETIC GOODS
Skiis

Basketball

Skates

and Track

Snowshoes

Supplies

FIRST NATIONAL
BANK
AUBURN
LEWISTON

Done movin

"Complete Banking Service"

Smokers of Chesterfield are funny that
way, you can hardly move 'em. They

Skier's Equipment

Lewiston Trust Company

evermore like 'em* and they evermore

G. R. Hunnewell Fur Co.

LEWISTON, MAINE

stkk to 'em. Chesterfields are milder—they

57 Court Street
Telephone 2396

Auburn

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

taste better.
<§) H»». Uixm & MY»sT©fe«;C>Ca.

